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The Current-Voltage characteristic of a Hall Thruster of type SPT-100ML was analyzed with
a 1D numerical model, and confronted to experimental results obtained with channels made of
different materials. A strong correlation was found between the appearance in simulations of
a space-charge limited sheath at the walls and a low frequency mode observed in experiments
characterized by a high discharge current. Simulations show that depending on the electron
emission characteristics of the material of the channel, a discharge voltage threshold exists
beyond which the space charge limited sheath at the walls occurs and induces an electronic
avalanche responsible for a high total current and high Joule losses. It is suggested that the
secondary electron emission yield is not the single parameter characterizing materials, and
that backscattering of electrons by the walls could play an equally fundamental role.

1

Introduction

parameters determining the details of the near-wall processes. It has been as well suggested recently [3] that
the potential of the sheath at the walls may become saturated when the temperature of the plasma is such that the
secondary electron emission yield approaches 1, thus
preventing the sheath from collapsing.
In a previous work [2] the effect of secondary emission on the performances of Hall thrusters was analyzed
using a transient 1D fluid model with a simple description of the sheath at the walls. Although the global efficiency predictions were consistent with measured data,
the differences of operating modes observed in experiments when using channels made of alumina or boron
nitride could not be satisfactorily explained.
For the present study, the former fluid model has been
improved on several key points, including in particular a more detailed description of the sheath and the

Experimental measurements led in the Pivoine facility
(CNRS-France) on a SPT-100ML thruster have clearly
emphasized the fundamental role played by the material of the discharge channel on the global characteristics and performances of the engine [1]. These experiments have as well shown that the average value of the
discharge current and its frequency spectrum strongly
differ from one material to another.
The near-wall conductivity has always been suspected to provide a large contribution to the global electric conductivity, at least at high voltages. Secondary
electron emission has been pointed as one of the main
Copyright c 2000 by Institute of Fundamental Technological
Research - Polish Academy of Science. Published by the Electric
Rocket Propulsion Society with permission.
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where na1 and Va1 refer to the density and mean axial
velocity of neutrals respectively, and ne to the density of
electrons. The accommodation parameter αscat lies between 0 for a perfectly rough wall to 1 for a perfectly
smooth wall. β is the ionization rate, taken as a function of electron temperature and drift energy; it is computed assuming a drifted Maxwellian distribution using
the cross-sections from [4].
The transfer of particles to the second population is determined by a view factor which in the case of an axisymmetric channel is well approximated by:

presheath. Other improvements concern the addition of
an energy equation for ions and a two-populations transport model for neutrals taking into account scattering at
the walls. Besides, an accurate and stable Flux-Splitting
type scheme has been implemented for the transport of
ions, based on the solver of Roe.

2
2.1

Transient 1-D fluid model

Governing equations for neutrals

A significant increase of the mean axial velocity of neutrals can be expected within the channel since on one
hand ionization acts as a selection process by removing
primarily slow neutrals and letting mainly fast neutrals
to reach the exit, and on the other hand scattering of
neutrals by the walls gives rise to a reverse flow which
reduces the mean velocity upstream. A simple, yet realistic two-population model accounting for these phenomena has been developed and tested by comparison
with exact solutions and with a 2D-axisymmetric Raytracing/Monte-Carlo model.
A detailed justification of this model is beyond the scope
of this paper, but the rationale behind the division into
two populations is the following: the first population
shall represent neutrals emitted by the gas feed and retain those which are reflected in a specular way by the
walls, while neutrals randomly scattered by the walls
shall be transfered into a second population considered
to be in thermal equilibrium with the walls.
Assuming that the initial density distribution near the
gas feed is Maxwellian and isotropic (retaining only particles with positive axial velocities), it can be shown that
in the steady state the dispersion of velocities in the axial
direction remain almost constant in spite of ionization at
kTc
3ma , where Tc is the temperature of the channel (considered equal to the temperature of the gas feed) and ma
the mass of neutrals. This leads to the following set of
equations for the first population:
∂na1 ∂(na1 Va1 )
+
=
∂t
∂x
−β ne na1 − αscat γwall (x) · na1 Va1

γwall (x) = 

x

R2 − R1 2
+ x2
2

(3)

where R1 and R2 are respectively the inner and outer
radii of the channel.
The boundary conditions for the first population are:






s

Va1 |x=0 =




 na1 Va1 |x=0

=

2kTc
πma
Q
ma · S

(4)

where Q is the net mass flow rate of particles injected
inside the channel, and S the cross-section of the channel.
The second population is assumed to be in thermal
equilibrium with the walls, which yields the following
transport equations:
∂na2 ∂(na2 Va2 )
+
=
∂t
∂x
−β ne na2 + Γiw + αscat γwall (x) · na1 Va1
(5)
kT
2
∂(na2 Va2 ) ∂(na2 Va2 + na2 mac )
+
=
∂t
∂x
−β ne na2 Va2 − αscat νwall na2 Va2

(1)

(6)

where Γiw is the flux of ions neutralized on the walls
and νwall is the collision frequency of neutral particles
with the wall, given by:

kT
2
∂(na1 Va1 ) ∂(na1 Va1 + na1 3mca )
+
=
∂t
∂x
2
−β ne na1 Va1 − αscat γwall (x) · na1 Va1

s

νwall

(2)
2

2kTc
πma
=
R2 − R1

(7)

the axial direction, and Di the non-directed energy resulting from
the dispersion of axial ion velocities, i.e.
R +∞
Di = n1i −∞
fi · 12 mi (vi − Vi )2 · dvi , while na stands
for the total density of neutrals and Va for their mean
velocity.
R +∞
Note that the quantity −∞
fi · 12 (vi − Vi )3 · dvi was
neglected in the space derivative of the energy equation.
In a free fall model, this assumption is only valid if it
can be assumed that the velocity distribution is symmetric or if Di is small with respect to the directed energy.
This assumption does not hold in the ionization zone,
but the dispersion of velocities is very small in this region so that the electron pressure gradient which appears
after substitution of the electric field by Ohm law in Eq.
(10) largely outweighs the gradient of ni Di and the inaccuracies on Di are therefore practically harmless. On
the other hand, it is known from experiments [5, 6] that
the ion velocity distribution is close to symmetric and is
quite narrow in the acceleration zone, where the influence of the gradient of ni Di on the momentum equation
is greater. The value of Di at the exit of the channel generally lies within 5 − 10% of the directed kinetic energy.

Note that particles of the second population, either
scattered or specularly reflected on the walls, remain in
this same population.
The boundary conditions are a sonic point at x = L
(due to the expansion toward vacuum), and a zero net
flux at x = 0.

Va2 |x=L


s

 M2 |x=L =

= 1
kTc
ma
na2 Va2 |x=0 = 0






(8)

Comparisons with exact solutions and Monte-Carlo
simulations in the steady-state case for different values
of ionization frequency have shown a near-perfect fit between the model and reference solutions. This model
was also compared with exact solutions derived assuming a sinusoidal time-varying ionization in the presence
of perfectly smooth walls, and proved to be robust with
regard to transient effects.
2.2

Governing equations for ions

The transport of ions is described by the first three moments of Boltzmann equation assuming a free fall:

2.3

Governing equations for electrons

The following stationary equations are used to describe
the transport of electrons:

• mass conservation:
∂ni ∂ (ni Vi )
+
= β na ne − Γiw
∂t
∂x

(9)

• momentum conservation along the main axis (Ohm
law):

• momentum conservation along the main axis:



kTe
ne e E
me
=−
dx
me
+ne ωB Veθ − (km na ne + Γew ) Vez
(12)


d ne


∂ (ni Vi )
+
∂t

Di
∂ ni Vi2 + 2ni m
i



=
∂x
ni e E
+ β na ne Va − Γiw Vi
mi

• momentum conservation along the azimuth:

(10)

d (ne Vez Veθ )
= −ne ωB Vez −(km na ne + Γew ) Veθ
dx
(13)

• energy conservation:
∂



1
2
2 ni V i

+ ni Di

∂t



∂
+



1
3
2 ni V i

Di
+ 3ni Vi m
i

∂x

V2
eE
ni V i
+ β na ne a − Γiw
mi
2



=

• entropy-like energy equation (see [7]):
!

Vi2
Di
+
2
mi
(11)
where mi is the mass of ions, E the axial electric field,
Γiw the flux of ions to the walls per unit length, ni
the density of ions, Vi the mean velocity of ions in



d

3
2

(kTe ) 
ne
dx

3



√

kTe
[ QJoules − Qioniz
V e ne
−Qwall − Qheating ]
(14)
=−

with:

energy spectrum for energies of primary electrons below 100eV , and τbs must therefore be determined empirically following a few “rules of thumb”. A higher
limit of the parameter τbs is obtained by considering the
(improbable) case were only elastic backscattering takes
place, which implies that the following condition should
be met:
τbs < min δef f

QJoules = (km na ne + Γew ) Eke
Qioniz = γion eUion β na ne
Qwall = Γew [Eke + 2kTe + eφw ]
h

i

− Γew εbs (Eke + 2kTe ) + δef f e |φw |


Qheating = (β na − Γiw )

5
kTe − Eke
2



Furthermore, it is assumed that the backscattered energy
yield is a decreasing function of the mean atomic number. This was verified at least for primary electrons with
energy of the order of the keV , for which it was observed that the yield of backscattered electrons increases
with the mean atomic number of the material of the wall
[10], while the energy spectrum of backscattered electrons is shifted to higher energies for heavier elements
[11].

where Veθ and Vez are the electron velocity components
in the azimuthal and axial direction, Te is the temperature of electrons, Eke is the drift energy of electrons,
Γew is the flux per unit length of electrons colliding
with the walls, km is the total momentum transfer rate
by electron/neutral collisions given as a function of Te
and Eke (computed on the basis of the ionization crosssections and elastic collision momentum transfer crosssection from [8]), ωB is the Larmor frequency, Uion is
the ionization potential of xenon, γion is the factor of
effective ionization cost, and φw is the potential drop
across the sheath.
For a shifted Maxwellian distribution, the average energy of electrons colliding with the walls is equal to
2kTe + Eke (provided that the direction of the drift is
parallel to the walls), hence the factor Eke +2kTe +eφw
in the term Qwall since losses are evaluated at the sheath
edge.
The parameter δef f is the macroscopic effective secondary electron emission yield, i.e. the secondary electron emission yield averaged over the distribution function of electrons. This yield accounts for both true secondary electrons and backscattered electrons (elastically
and inelastically scattered).
The parameter τbs is the backscattered energy yield
which represents the ratio between the flux of energy
towards the walls and the flux of energy re-emitted from
the walls. This factor is considered constant, which is
probably only a very rough approximation of the reality since the elastic and inelastic electron backscattering yields are known to behave in a complex manner in the low energy range, notwithstanding the nontrivial dependence of the incidence angle at low energies [9]. There seems to be close to none literature
about backscattering yields and backscattered electrons

2.4
2.4.1

Wall sheath and presheath description
Model of presheath

The derivation of the whole model of presheath is expected to be published in a separate paper [12], and will
therefore not be detailed here. The starting point to solve
the presheath are the continuity equation and radial momentum conservation for ions completed by the conservation of azimuthal momentum for electrons. In cylindrical coordinates and after a few simplifications, these
equations read:
∂ni ∂ (ni Vir ) ∂ (ni Vix ) ni Vir
+
+
+
= β na ni (15)
∂t
∂r
∂x
r
∂ni Vir
∂ ni Vir2
∂ (ni Vir Vix )
eEr ni
+
+
=
∂t
∂r
∂x
mi


(16)

∂ne
= −ne eEr
(17)
∂r
The centrifugal force due to Veθ was neglected in the
last equation, since computations including it were performed which showed that its effect is generally weak.
It was assumed that the quantities ni , Vir and Er can
be expressed as follows:
kTe

ni (x, r, t) = f (r) · ni (x, t)
Vir (x, r, t) = g(r) · VB (x, t)
Er (x, r, t) = Er (r)
4

where VB denotes the Bohm velocity (defined later in
the model of the sheath).
Additionally, the quantities Vix , Te , β and na are considered independent of r.
The boundary conditions are derived assuming that
ions reach exactly Bohm velocity at the sheath edges,
hence:
Vir |r=R1

= −VB

Vir |r=R2

= VB

which verifies:
e =
lim χ

C→0

e
χ
C→∞ χ
e−χ
χ
sup
χ
C∈(0,+∞)

lim

2VB
∂ hni i ∂ (hni i Vix )
+
= β na hni i − χ hni i
∂t
∂x
R2 − R1
(18)
This is actually the same equation as Eq. (9) with an
emphasis on the fact that hni i (called simply ni in previous sections) is the ion density averaged over the crosssection.
B
Interpreting the factor R2V
as the collision fre2 −R1
quency of ions with the walls in a cylindrical geometry, the parameter χ can then be understood as the rate
between the density at the sheath edge and the average
density in the corresponding cross-section. Its actual
meaning is in fact slightly more complicated, since ion
densities at the inner and outer sheath edges differ in
cylindrical geometry.
In general, χ is a function of two parameters, but in
1
the planar approximation ( R2R−R
→∞) it can be found as
1
a function of a single parameter C, and is given implicitly by the relationship:
arctan

C +1p
C
Cχ = 0
−
χ
C +χ

2.4.2



(19)



A fairly good approximation of the solution of Eq.
(19) is given by:
e
χ(C)
=

1
3 4C
+ 2
2
π

< 0.023

Model of sheath

The phenomenological behavior of the sheath potential φw in the presence of secondary electron emission
(SEE) has been described recently in [3]. It was found
that as one may expect, the ratio |φTwe | decreases when
the SEE yield increases, but as the SEE yield reaches a
value close to 1 the potential of the wall suddenly saturates due to the appearance of a so-called “virtual cathode”, which actually corresponds to a local minimum of
the potential behind which electrons are trapped in the
close vicinity of the walls that the ratio between incoming and outgoing electron fluxes remain constant.
The model of sheath used in this study is based on
the fluid approach described by Hobbs and Wesson [14],
and will therefore not be justified with great details here.
The model of Hobbs and Wesson did not treat the effect
of backscattering and assumed therefore that electrons
have a negligible velocity when leaving the walls. It can
be verified, however, that the effect of backscattering on
the sheath can be well approximated by simply defining
an effective SEE yield which includes the backscattering
yield.
In theory, when secondary emission is taken into account the Bohm condition slightly differs from its classical form [14]. The classical Bohm condition constitutes

where:
(R2 − R1 )
1 ∂VB
Vix ∂VB
C=
β na +
+
2VB
VB ∂t
VB ∂x

= 1

The maximal relative error made when approximating
the axisymmetric solution (without centrifugal force)
with the exact planar solution is lower than 3.5% if
R1
1
R2 −R1 > 2 . In the case of the SPT-100ML the ratio
R1
3
R2 −R1 is about 2 and the planar approximation is thus
well justified. For the sake of simplicity, the convection terms in the expression of C were neglected in the
global model of the discharge.
A model of presheath was recently independently derived by other authors [13] in planar geometry. Although the approach taken seems to be slightly different,
it results in an equation equivalent to Eq. (19).

Assuming quasi-neutrality in the presheath, the problem stated above can be solved numerically and lets us
derive a factor χ such that the integral of Eq. (15) over
the cross-section is expressed as:

s

lim χ

C→0

(20)
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nevertheless a reasonable approximation of the modified
one, and Bohm velocity was therefore taken as usual as:
s

VB ≈

kTe
mi

In any regime (classical or space charge limited), the
flux of electrons per unit length incident on the walls is
given by:

(21)
Γew

Similarly, it can be shown that the expression of the
sheath potential is reasonably approximated by the classical expression derived e.g. in [2] which reads:
kTe
φ≈−
ln (1 − δef f )
e


r

me
2πmi

Γiw = χ hni i



(22)
2.4.3



(φw )sat

r

me
− 1.025
mi

s

w
kT e eφ
e kTe
2πme

(24)

By identifying Eq. (9) and Eq. (18), one obtains the flux
of ions to the walls per unit length:

The space-charge limited regime occurs when the
electric field becomes zero at the wall. Solving numerically the integral form of Poisson equation given in
[14], one may derive an approximate expressions of the
value of the sheath potential in the space-charge limited
regime:
kTe
≈−
3.37
e

2
= χ hni i
R2 − R1

2
VB
R2 − R1

Effective SEE yields

The effective microscopic secondary electron emission
yield δef f is estimated from experimental data given in
the range 20 − 100eV , which do not distinguish between true secondary emission backscattering. There
exist many theories concerning the secondary electron
emission yield, but the lack of reliable data about SEE
yields in the low energy range and the fact that these
theories only account for true secondary electrons while
backscattering is probably dominant at low energies
make it very difficult to privilege one approach. The best
fit of experimental data used for this study is from far
a straight line and nothing suggests a fast decay of the
SEE yield in the neighborhood of the origin. This was
also mentioned in [15] where it was suggested to take
δef f (0) ≈ 0.5 for ceramics, which seems consistent
with our values. The values of δef f (0) that we found by
linear regression where correlated with the mean atomic
number Z of the material (high Z materials presenting
higher δef f (0)) which seems to justify the hypothesis of
dominating backscattering, but this correlation might be
coincidental since only three materials were studied.
The SEE yields were consequently defined like in
[15] as:



(23)

which in the case of Xenon gives (φw )sat ≈ −1.02 kTe e ,
corresponding
to a critical value of effective SEE yield


δef f
≈ 0.98. These values are consistent with
sat
those found with a kinetic approach [3].
In the space charge limited regime, the values of potential and effective SEE yield remain equal to the critical
values whatever the real value of the secondary electron
emission. The potential well located beyond the virtual
cathode ensures that the effective SEE yield seen at the
level of the virtual cathode remain constant.
It can be noted at this point that the potential well
formed beetween the local minimum of potential and
the wall does not need to be studied in details, since
its magnitude (in term of potential) is of the order of
the energy of secondary electrons, i.e. a fraction of V .
It could be objected that since backscattered electrons
are re-emitted with an energy of the order of the plasma
temperature, the potential of the well might actually be
higher, but since the
yield is in practice
 backscattering

always lower than δef f
by a factor at least 2, the
sat
potential well needs only to capture
secondary
electrons


and the potento ensure the condition δef f = δef f
sat
tial drop across the well is thus always very small.

δef f (ε) = δef f (0) +

ε
[1 − δef f (0)]
ε∗

(25)

where ε is the energy of a primary electron and ε∗ is the
cross-over energy (i.e. such that δef f (ε∗ ) = 1).
Assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution function and a linear variation law for the SEE yield, the
macroscopic effective SEE yield is related to the microscopic yield by the simple relationship δef f = δef f (ε)
where ε is the average energy of electrons hitting the
6

walls. As stated earlier, ε is independent of the sheath
potential and is given by ε = 2kTe + Eke . Note that in
[3] the authors have proposed to take ε as 2kTe + 2Eke
in the presence of a E × B drift based on the discussion given in [18], but this may arise from a different
interpretation of the meaning of the temperature. In
our understanding the parameter Tp as defined in [18]
characterizes only the velocity dispersion of newly born
electrons or of electrons having just collided, whereas
notwithstanding the real shape of the electron distribution function, one usually defines the temperature of
electrons Te such that it accounts for the totality of the
non-directed energy and as such the quantity 32 kTe already includes a part of energy approximately equal to
Eke due to the non-directed energy contribution of the
Larmor motion.

of electrons at the boundary, and may lead to a significant modification of the boundary condition.
Before specifying other boundary conditions, it must
be mentioned that this model is deliberately restricted to
the study of the plasma within the channel, and does not
intend to describe the acceleration experienced by ions
beyond the exit of the channel. The justification of this
choice is twofold:

2.5 Parameters and boundary conditions
The propellant considered for all computations and experimental results reported in this study is xenon.
Boundary conditions for the flow of neutrals are determined from the average temperature of the channel
Tc , taken equal to 800K.
The reference profile of magnetic field is approximated by a Gaussian profile of the form:
−

Br (x) = Bmin +(Bmax −Bmin )

e

1
2
WB

1−


x 2
L
−

1−e

−

−e

1
2
WB

1
2
WB

2. The 1D description of the plasma inside the channel is only weakly influenced by the region beyond
exit, except for the subsequent decrease of potential drop. Indeed, ions are supersonic and neutrals
are either sonic (second population) or supersonic
(first population) when leaving the channel, so that
no information can propagate upwind. Moreover
the large magnetic field in the exit plane implies
that the drift energy and temperature of electrons
are determined nearly locally [7].
Since simulations show that the profile of potential
remains almost stationary even in strong oscillatory
regime and that ionization is almost inexistent in
the plume, it seems reasonable to assume that the
potential drop in the plume is constant and to simply shift and/or re-scale a posteriori the simulated

where WB is the dimensionless width of the magnetic
region.
In the following discussion, WB0 refers to the nominal
value of this parameter computed on the basis of experimental measurements of the magnetic field in the center
of the channel. Upon mention, a slightly wider magnetic
region is used by taking WB = 1.2 · WB0 .
For ions, the sonic point condition similar to what was
proposed in [19] was imposed at x = 0, i.e.:
s

Vi |x=0 = −

Di
5 kTe
+6
3 mi
mi

1. A realistic description of the processes taking place
in this region is probably out of reach for a 1D
model. The behavior of the plume is strongly dependent on the topology of the magnetic field, and
the expansion of the plasma is therefore a purely
two-dimensional transport problem involving complex electron-wall interactions on the surfaces covering magnetic poles. Spectroscopic measurement
on an ATON class thruster [24] have shown that
the discharge in the exit plane of the channel is far
from uniform across the section. Relating these
measurements with the magnetic field profile, it
appears clearly that “short-circuits” exist (close to
the inner wall in the case of an ATON) through
which most electrons enter the channel without experiencing a significant potential drop. By contrast, ions very likely flow through the whole crosssection and are therefore on the average subjected
to a large potential drop. These disparate behaviors
seem difficult to synthesize in a 1D model.

(26)

It is not clear how realistic this condition is, since the axial drift of electrons which is neglected in this approach
may be actually quite large due the the total absorption
7

current-voltage characteristic, possibly on the basis of experimental measurements of the potential
drop in the plume. Note, however, that such correction will not be attempted in the present work.

the similarities between the resulting system of equations and Euler equations, a scheme derived from the
scheme of Roe [21] was devised where the splitting of
fluxes is based on the signs of the following eigenvalues:


s


5
kT
D


e
i




+
6
λ
=
V
−
0
i




3
m
m


i
i 










In the light of the discussion above, the potential drop is
prescribed between anode and exit plane, and implicitly
determines the total discharge current Id via the following relation, obtained from Eq.(12):
Ud = −
Z

+
0

l

me
mi

Z
0

νtot +

l

λ =V

1
i





s



5 kTe
Di



+6
 λ 2 = Vi +

1 d (ni kTe )
dx
ni
dx
2
ωB

!

νtot

3 mi

(27)
Id
− Vi dx
ni eS


This scheme is not conservative as is the original Roe
scheme, but it does fulfill the consistency requirement
in a finite-difference formulation. Since we are only interested in continuous solutions and because the source
terms are large, the lack of conservativity is not a concern here. The instability of the Roe scheme at the sonic
point was corrected using the method of Harten [22].

Γew
.
ne
Concerning electron transport, we have shown in a
previous work [7] that there is no real need for a boundary condition on the electron temperature in the exit
plane of the channel since the right hand side of Eq. (14)
is the difference of two source terms each much larger
than the left hand side if the magnetic field is strong
enough (as it is the case in the exit plane), which implies that the temperature adjusts itself on a distance of
the order of the millimeter. The boundary condition on
the Te can therefore be reliably estimated exclusively
from the local parameters of the plasma by forcing the
left hand side to zero. The same reasoning applies to
Eq. (13) which determines the azimuthal drift velocity of electrons and the corresponding drift energy Eke .
Note that most authors have chosen to solve Eq. (13) locally throughout the channel and not only at the boundary as it is done here, but this approximation seems to
fail in the reversed ion flow region close to anode.
Except when specifically mentioned, backscattering
is neglected, i.e. τbs = 0.

with νtot = km na +

2.6

mi

(28)














3
3.1

Results

Scope

A number of works have been devoted to the numerical simulation of Hall thrusters, but presumably due to
the computation times usually required, there have been
only few attempts at studying the current-voltage characteristic (CVC) given by numerical models. One of the
most successful attempt to date is perhaps that of J.P.
Boeuf and L. Garrigues [23], who identified a region
of spontaneous low frequency oscillations in the CVC
which is very likely related to the low frequency oscillatory regime observed in experiments.
Many peculiarities of the CVC remain, however, without satisfactory explanation. Without being exhaustive,
one can mention at least :

Computational methods

1. the local maximum of discharge current seen in the
CVC of all SPT-class thrusters in the low-voltage
region

The flow of the first population of neutrals (fully supersonic) is solved using an Upwind scheme, and the flow
of the second population (fully subsonic) with a MacCormack scheme.
Prior to solving the transport of ions, the electric field
was eliminated in Eq. (10) using Ohm law (12) and in
Eq. (11) by combination with Eqs. (9) and (10). Using

2. the exact role of the material of the channel on the
discharge and its impact on the CVC
3. the behavior of the fundamental frequency of the
current oscillations as a function of the voltage and
8

where d0 is the damping and f0 the eigenfrequency of
the system.
Since the actual response is very close to the ideal response, the frequency analysis is performed using a
function matching procedure. This method is much
more accurate and reliable than a Fourrier analysis for
a damped signal.
The frequency reported in the results is the eigenfrequency f0 , but the damping is in general low enough to
neglect the difference between the eigenfrequency and
the frequency of the response.
It must be noted that in the neighborhood of the region
of the CVC later referred to as the space charge limited sheath region, the transient response exhibits nonlinear effects. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the nonsinusoidal shape of the response signal, the approximation with a damped harmonic oscillator remains relevant
to predict the position of the extrema of the signal so that
the frequency can still be unambiguously determined.

in particular the origin of the decay of this frequency at high voltages
The first question has been discussed from a theoretical viewpoint by many authors, and several interpretations have been proposed for the so-called anomalous
conductivity likely to explain the local maximum in the
CVC. Most of these theories involve non-trivial oscillation mechanisms [25] and are therefore difficult to account for in a fast and reasonably simple model. A simpler explanation of the local maximum of discharge current has been proposed in [26] and involves mainly the
non-monotonic dependence of the momentum transfer
collision rate on the temperature. Although this explanation was supported by a mathematical model, its validity remains still unclear in regard to the reliance of
these results on an adequate choice of boundary conditions and to the impossibility to reproduce such results
in more complex models despite the use of similar operating conditions. This problem is thus considered out of
the scope of the present study, and the following results
indeed clearly underestimated the current at low voltage.
The second question and to a lesser extend the third
question shall constitute the main object of the present
study. The availability of experimental results [1] obtained within a wide range of discharge voltages with
channels constituted from different materials give new
perspectives for the theoretical and numerical study of
the CVC, and make it in particular possible to assess the
validity of the theory of sheath.
3.2

3.3

Due to the similarities between the SPT-100ML thruster
and its close parent the SPT-100, a qualitative comparison with the results obtained by Boeuf and Garrigues
for a SPT-100 with a hybrid model [23] is well justified.
The SPT-100 differs from the SPT-100ML mainly by
the length of the active part of its channel and by a
slightly stronger magnetic field. The geometrical differences have probably a limited effect on the results, but
the higher magnetic field surely enhances plasma oscillations. In order to illustrate the parallel between both
models, the width of the magnetic region was slightly
increased by comparison with the nominal case, which
has virtually the same effect as an increase of Bmax .
Self-excited oscillations would otherwise not appear in
this range of voltage, which seems consistent with the
observation made by Boeuf and Garrigues when lowering the value of Bmax . The simulations were made using a material characterized by a low secondary electron
emission (called Mat-A in the following sections).
There exists also very many differences at the level
of the mathematical and numerical models. The model
of Boeuf and Garrigues did not take into account ion
losses at the walls where the sheath potential was considered constant, and the dependency of collision rates
on the drift energy of electrons was neglected as well as

Method of frequency analysis

Due to the transient nature of the model, it appears interesting to study in parallel with the CVC the fundamental frequency of the discharge current. The computations do not necessarily lead to self-excited modes, and
many of the results actually exhibit damped modes. The
response of the model to a small disturbance is in the
later case very informative, since as the signal gets small
enough, the system becomes quasi-linear and the response (in term of discharge current) is that of a damped
harmonic oscillator, that is:
Id (t) = Id∞ +∆Id e−d0 ·t cos

q

(2πf0 )2 + d20 · t + Φ

Qualitative comparison with anterior results
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Influence of the material of the channel
Qualitative differences between materials

Three material have been considered in this study, referred as Mat-A, Mat-B and Mat-C.
As mentioned earlier, the effect of backscattering
could only be accounted for in a qualitative way. On the
basis of the discussion given in section 2.3, the backscattered energy yield was taken as a linear function of the
effective SEE yield at zero energy:
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the electron pressure gradient in Ohm law. On the other
hand, losses by excitations were described more accurately than in the present model. The transport of ions
was based on a resolution of Vlassov equation with a
finite difference method while the transport of neutrals
relied on a mono-kinetic model. The differences in term
of accuracy of the transport model of ions should not be
overstated, however, because the large numerical diffusion in velocity space due to the finite difference method
used to solve Vlassov equation in the hybrid model may
have actually led to a worse estimation of the velocity
dispersion than in the fluid model which presents a very
limited numerical diffusion.
In spite of all differences between the models, the results are in surprisingly close agreement as can be seen
from Fig.1. The explanation lies certainly in the relatively modest contribution of walls to the overall mobility of electrons in this range of discharge voltage because of the low secondary electron emission of the material taken into account. Note that while both models strongly differ on the treatment of wall conductivity,
they do describe the bulk conductivity in a similar way.

0
400

Ud (V)
(b) from J.P. Boeuf and L. Garrigues (SPT-100)

Figure 1: Comparison of the computed discharge current (mean value and envelope of oscillations) and frequency of oscillations obtained (a) in the present study
taking WB = 1.2 · WB0 and (b) in [23] for a standard SPT-100. The mass flow rate is in both cases
Q = 5mg.s−1 .

τbs = α · δef f (0) α ≤ 1
The factor α was arbitrarily set to 32 , assuming that elastic backscattering dominates at low energy. The estimation of backscattered energy rates gives the following
inequality:
τbs |M at−A < τbs |M at−B < τbs |M at−C

general a higher SEE yield than the two other materials.
The ordering in term of cross-over energies is:

The backscattered energy rate of Mat-A is actually almost twice lower than with other materials.
Regarding electron secondary emission, Mat-B is
characterized by a much lower cross-over energy and in

ε∗ |M at−B < ε∗ |M at−C < ε∗ |M at−A
10

3.4.2

It can be seen that with Mat-B, the space charge limited (SCL) sheath regime is reached as soon as Ud =
200V , while it is never reached with a Mat-A in the
range of voltage considered. Mat-C exhibits clearly the
characteristics of all three regimes mentioned above.

Phenomenology

Without entering into details (which will be done in
section 3.5), the three main regions that can be distinguished in the simulated CVC of each material can be
described as follows:

As expected, the agreement with experimental measurements is rather poor in the region below 200V . It
is however interesting to note that even if the quantitative values are very underestimated, the relative order between the values of discharge current for different
materials is consistent with experiments, which tends
to show that even if walls do not play a direct role in
the anomalous conductivity, they still provide a nonnegligible contribution to the mobility at low voltages.

1. The bulk conductivity regime: at low discharge
voltage, the sheath voltage is high and electronwall collisions consequently infrequent. Electron transport is therefore realized mainly through
electron-neutral collisions.
2. The electron temperature saturation regime: at intermediate discharge voltage, the increase of electron temperature causes the sheath voltage to diminish, inducing large electron energy losses at
the walls. The intensity of these losses increases
very rapidly, preventing the temperature from overcrossing the critical temperature at which the
sheath becomes space-charge limited. The temperature consequently saturates and the saturation
is progressively extended to the whole acceleration
zone as the voltage is increased

Above 200V approximately, the passage to a SCL
regime with Mat-B causes a rapid increase of the total
current, while with Mat-C the departure from the bulk
conductivity regime becomes sensitive. With Mat-A,
the beginning of the temperature saturated regime starts
only at the end of the voltage range considered. If not
perfect, the qualitative agreement with experimental results of Fig.3 in this region is nevertheless very reasonable, especially when backscattering is taken into account. In particular, the discharge current with Mat-C
indeed reaches a value close to that of Mat-B at higher
voltage, i.e. when the SCL sheath regime is entered. The
saturation of discharge current observed with Mat-A is
never strictly seen in simulations, but the value of the total current remains nevertheless very low, only slightly
above the ion current. As it will be seen later, the temperature saturation regime does not seem to be observed
in experiments with Mat-A, although the present results
seem to confirm the existence of such a regime with
Mat-B.

3. The space charge limited sheath regime: when the
discharge voltage is high enough, the sheath potential finally saturates, and the temperature overcrosses the critical value. In this regime, the
electron-wall collisions frequency become very
large and induces an electron avalanche at the walls
responsible for a high discharge current and high
Joule losses strongly impacting the efficiency of
the thruster.
The exact position of each region in the CVC strongly
depends on the SEE properties of the channel. The separation between the two first regions cannot be localized very accurately, but the passage to the space charge
limited sheath regime occurs within a very narrow voltage range and easily characterized by an inflection point
(vanishing second derivative) in the CVC.

Even though backscattering is not strictly necessary
to explain the qualitative differences between different
materials, it does clearly lead to more realistic values. It
should be kept in mind that Ud does represents only the
voltage drop between anode and exit plane, which implies that even the results with backscattering are still
too much shifted towards high voltages. A comparison of the CVC with and without backscattering reveals however a more fundamental effect, which is an
enhanced differentiation between the behavior of MatA and Mat-C that may well explain the large differ-

3.4.3 Discussion of the simulated CVC
The computed CVC for channels made of different materials with and without backscattering effects are given
in Fig.2. They can be compared to the experimental results reproduced in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: Experimental mean value of the discharge current as a function of the discharge voltage for different
ceramics at a mass flow rate Q = 5mg.s−1 [1].
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3.4.4

By contrast with experiments, no self-excited lowfrequency oscillations were recovered with Mat-B and
Mat-C, although a self-excited high frequency mode
(300kHz − 1M hz) with a phase velocity and a propagation direction related to the velocity of ions was
very often obtained, in particular with Mat-B. A digital low-band filter was used when necessary in order
to extract the low frequency and stationary characteristics of the discharge current. Such kind of oscillations were indeed reported in some experiments under
the name of transient-time oscillations but it remains
unclear whether the high-frequency mode seen in the
model really has a physical meaning or originates from
numerical instabilities.
Despite the disagreement on self-excited regions, a
strong correlation was found between the eigenfrequency of the model and the fundamental frequency of
the discharge measured experimentally. The results of
simulation are given in Fig.4. Only the results of computations including backscattering have been reported,

0
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Comparison of frequencies

300
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(b) with backscattering

Figure 2: Computed mean discharge current as a function of Ud for different ceramics (a) with τbs = 0 and
(b) with τbs = 32 δef f (0) and at the nominal mass flow
rate (Q = 5mgs−1 ).

ences observed experimentally between the discharge
currents obtained with these two materials. If the measured SEE can be relied upon, it seems indeed difficult
to explain the very different behaviors between these
materials only the basis of SEE yields. On the other
hand, the extrapolated effective SEE yield at zero energy δef f (0) and the mean atomic weight of each ma12
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since simulations without backscattering raise very similar results (except for a different scaling with respect to
Ud similar to what is observed with the CVC).
A comparison with the frequency spectra of Fig.5 derived from experimental results exhibits many similarities between simulations and experiment. It is of course
not always possible to make a clear parallel due to the
fact that these spectra show in some place coexisting
modes of distinct frequencies which are definitely not
harmonics of the fundamental mode (this is in particular
visible with Mat-B).
Both experiments and simulations show that the frequency variation with Mat-A is continuous and quasi linear in the whole range of discharge voltage. The correlation can be clearly seen form Fig.6 which compares the
eigenfrequency of the model and the main frequencies
obtained in [27] on the basis of the experimental records
corresponding to Fig.5. The quantitative agreement may
not be as good as it seems at first glance due to the fact
that Ud is actually the discharge voltage between anode
and exit plane while the experimental frequency is plotted along the total discharge voltage, but the quasi-linear
growth of the frequency is properly recovered.
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Motivations and scope

Due to its low secondary emission, the SCL regime of
Mat-A could not observed in the voltage range investigated in the previous section. The high voltage region which has been studied experimentally in [1] at
low mass flow rate with Mat-A is therefore of tremendous importance for the investigation of a possible
space charge limited regime with low SEE materials.
A comparison of numerical results at low mass flow
rate (Figs.7 and 10) with experimental results ( Figs.8
and 11) suggest that the space charge limited regime is
indeed observed experimentally and is somehow even
more strongly characterized than in simulations.
Let us precise that backscattering was neglected in
this study since it is quite small for Mat-A and would
not add much insight to the discussion. Its sole effect in
the case of Mat-A is to shift the CVC towards lower voltages, which would make the results quantitatively more
realistic but would not modify the qualitative picture.

30

10

Current-voltage characteristic of low SEE
materials

400

Figure 6: Comparison between the eigenfrequency of
the model and the frequencies obtained in [27] from a
Fourrier analysis of experimental data [1] considering a
channel made of Mat-A for Q = 5mg.s−1 .

3.5.2

Bulk conductivity regime

As observed earlier, the voltage range below 200V is
poorly described by the model because of the presumed
anomalous conductivity. Above 200V , the model predicts a linear increase of total current which actually
corresponds to a stabilization of the ion current due to
the completeness ionization and to a steady increase of
the electron current with Ud due to Ohm law. This differs somewhat from experimental results, where a saturation of the total current is observed like in many experimental results relative to SPT-type thrusters. It can be
noted that the value of the total current predicted by simulations remains lower than the saturated current measured in experiments, (at least in the bulk conductivity
region), and it is therefore not impossible that the differential current be induced by the anomalous conductivity.
The stabilization of the total current seen in experiments
constitutes nevertheless an intriguing phenomenon.
The quasi-linear growth of frequency in region 3. (Fluctuations region) bulk conductivity region is on the other
hand reasonably well described by the model as in the
previous section, and also provides a realistic quantitative estimation of the frequency in that region.

The frequency spectrum relative to Mat-B shows a
fundamental frequency much lower than with other materials. Simulations seem to overestimate the frequency
with this material, but the eigenfrequency obtained from
the model is nevertheless sensitively lower than with
Mat-A and Mat-C. Oppositely to what is seen with MatC and in the next section with Mat-A, the SCL sheath
passage of Mat-B does not seem to lead to a decay of
the frequency neither in experiments nor in the simulations. The reasons for this difference of behaviors between low SEE materials and high SEE materials is still
being investigated.
Mat-C exhibits a more peculiar behavior: the sudden
drop of frequency followed by a moderate steady decrease seen in the experimental frequency spectrum is
well recovered by the model (although at a higher voltage) and is characteristic for the passage to a SCL sheath
regime for materials with low SEE yields. It will be
shown in the next section that this behavior can also be
seen with Mat-A at higher voltage, and must probably
be attributed to non-linearities rather than to a different
oscillation mechanism.
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contrast with the existence of self-excited oscillations
in experiments. Just like in section 3.3, simulations do
predict a likelihood for self-excited oscillations close to
Ud = 300V as can be seen from the local minimum
of the damping as well as from the CVC obtained with
WB = 1.2 · WB0 but the strong damping which invariably occurs close to the CSL sheath passage seems to
prevent a junction between the two oscillating regions
observed numerically. It is very possible that the onedimensionality of the model spoils the transient behavior in this regime since the presheath obviously plays a
fundamental role at such a high voltage due to dominating plasma/wall interactions, and the mode responsible
for the oscillations in this regime is therefore probably
not purely axial. The fact that the simulated discharge
current rapidly increases in this region is also inconsistent with experimental observations. These discrepancies are difficult to explain since experimental results
seemed to support the existence of a temperature saturation regime in the case of Mat-C.
The frequency stabilizes in experiments while it continues its linear growth in simulations, but this may
not be due to a problem of the model. A probable
explanation of this stabilization is that the large oscillations which appear in experiments emphasize strong
non-linear effects due to the non-monotonic dependency

Mean current
Oscillations (std dev.)

0
100

100

Figure 8: Experimental mean value and standard deviation of the discharge current as a function of the discharge voltage [1]. The thruster operates with Mat-A at
a mass flow rate Q = 3.5mg.s−1 .
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Figure 7: Computed discharge current (mean value and
envelope of oscillations) as a function of Ud for Mat-A
and a mass flow rate Q = 3.5mg.s−1 with (a) WB =
WB0 and (b) WB = 1.2 · WB0 .
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Temperature saturation regime

The largest discrepancies seem to occur in the temperature saturation region, which may correspond to region
4. in the experimental CVC, although its existence at all
in the case of this material is questionable. The first discrepancy is the prediction by the model of a very strong
damping (Fig.10) in this region, which is in striking
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of the sheath potential on the temperature close to the
SCL sheath passage. It can indeed be observed in simulations that oscillations always lead to a decrease of the
frequency. A slight manifestation of this effect can be
seen in the oscillatory region of Fig.1 (a) in spite of the
fact that non-linearities are not very strong in the bulk
conductivity regime, but the most striking effect of nonlinearities will be apparent in the SCL sheath regime,
now to be discussed.
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Figure 9: Typical transient behavior of the electron temperature in an oscillatory SCL sheath regime.
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Figure 10: Computed eigenfrequency/oscillation frequency and damping of the model as a function of Ud
for Mat-A at a mass flow rate Q = 3.5mg.s−1 with the
nominal magnetic field.
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SCL sheath regime

The sudden burst of oscillations when passing from region 4. to region 5. (pulses region) appears very probably as the counterpart of the beginning of a strong oscillatory regime seen in region III. of the model, namely
in the SCL sheath regime. The fast increase of the discharge current within the SCL sheath passage seen in
simulations is surprisingly even more localized in experimental results.
A very interesting aspect of the SCL sheath regime
is the fast decay of frequency seen both in experiments
and in simulations, which provides a very complementary confirmation of the correlation between the pulses
regime and the SCL sheath regime.
The current understanding of this peculiar behavior
of the frequency reposes on the observation that nonlinearities are extremely strong in SCL sheath regime.
Indeed, it can be seen from Fig.9 that in the presence of
oscillations there exists a region of the channel where

0
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Figure 11: Experimental value of the main frequency
of the oscillations of the discharge current as a function
of the discharge voltage [1]. The thruster operates with
Mat-A at a mass flow rate Q = 3.5mg.s−1 .

the temperature actually alternates between saturation
(the plateau of Fig.9) and the SCL sheath regime (the
“bumps” of Fig.9). Such a behavior is observed even
for very small amplitude oscillations, which is why a decay of the eigenfrequency could be observed with Mat-C
even though there were no self-excited oscillations.
It is nevertheless clear both from experiments and
from simulations that the decrease of the frequency
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within the SCL sheath regime is very much related to
the amplitude of oscillations, which is in no way surprising since stronger oscillations necessarily induce larger
non-linear effects.
A corollary of these observations is that the drop of
frequency in the SCL sheath regime does not discard
the validity of the predator-pray theory suggested in [28]
to explain low frequency oscillations. The mechanism
of oscillations in the SCL sheath regime is the same
that controls low-frequency oscillations at lower voltage, but the simple predator-pray model based on linearized transport equations is not valid any longer to
predict the frequency due to the highly non-linear behavior of the discharge
3.5.5

Conclusion

Many aspects of the current-voltage characteristic of
Hall thrusters were recovered in simulations using a 1D
model of the discharge. In particular, it was shown that
most of the effects observed experimentally with channels made of different materials can be interpreted on
the basis of the secondary electron emission yield and
of the electron backscattering yield of the channel. The
presence of a space charge limited sheath regime suggested in [3] seems to be confirmed and was identified
in simulation and experiments as a high discharge current / low frequency mode sometime associated with
strong oscillations. The oscillations in this region are
still ruled by a predator-pray mechanism, but the linearized predator-pray model which predicts a continuous growth of the frequency with increasing voltage is
invalidated due to the strong non-linearities induced by
a non-monotonic behavior of the sheath.
This work leaves several questions open concerning
among others the near-perfect discharge current saturation observed experimentally with some materials and
the correspondence between the oscillatory regions seen
in simulation and experiments. Some of the discrepancies observed may be due to limitations inherent to 1D
modeling, since the anomalous conductivity is likely to
involve azimuthal waves while the role of the presheath
at high discharge voltages suggests a strong dependence
of the discharge on the radial direction. Other processes
that were neglected in this study like multiple ionization
events could also partly explain the poorer agreement
between simulations and experiments at very high discharge voltages.

Synthesis

The region 5. of the experimental CVC was clearly
identified as the SCL sheath regime due to the simultaneous correlation between a fast increase of the discharge current, the presence of a strong oscillatory
regime and a sudden decrease of frequency.
The linear part of the bulk conductivity regime probably
corresponds to the current saturation regime of experiments, that is region 3. and possibly region 4. It was
suggested that the first self-oscillating region of simulations (observed for a wide magnetic region, but always
underneath as can be seen from the damping) may correspond to region 4. of the experimental CVC. There
remain however many doubts with respect to this last
hypothesis, due to the fact that the two self-excited regions of the experimental CVC are connected, which
never seems to be the case in simulations due to a
strong damping associated with the temperature saturation regime.
This, and the general lack of correlation between the
temperature saturation regime and region 4. of the experimental CVC may mean that the temperature saturated regime is not observed experimentally with Mat-A
even though it seems to exist with Mat-C which presents
a slightly lower SEE cross-over energy. It is difficult at
this point to propose an explanation for these disparate
behaviors.
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